the honest recognition of this state of affairs.1 Hence
the confusion, the obscure war permeating its whole
life. Production based on the individual efforts of
the many State enterprises and the millions of
peasant organizations could go on well enough and
gradually restore a measure of prosperity. But the
Government, intent on imposing its initiative on
economic life, must ever again renew its spectacular
efforts at huge investments. It must be constantly.
66 showing off." Where the consequent dislocation
causes confusion it suspects sabotage; to suppress
it, it spreads terror, causing more confusion and
creating further suspicion of sabotage, and so on.
If, to prevent complete catastrophe, the Government
then once more relaxes its hold, the wave of con-
sequent recovery restores the position of a more or
less free business life with an inherent tendency to
escape from the control of the Government and to
accumulate political power in opposition to it. Thus
the struggle must be renewed; collectivist fanaticism
fighting for its life against the necessity of the
market and the independence which commerce
- restores in the people.2
1 In a recent publication (Two Systems : Socialist
Economy and Cap^tal^st Economy; 1939; by Eugene
Varga) the following official explanation is given by the
Soviets, The transfer of products from one enterprise to
another and to the final consumer is by sale and purchase
(p. 97). But it is not competition which decides the price
jand it is not the prospect of profits which determines which
goods are to be produced (p. 96). We are also told that
planning is guided by the trend of purchase (p. 120) but
no explanation is given as to how this is done, while dis-
regarding profits. Actually nothing is mentioned about
the way in which planning is accomplished except in a
footnote which says that it is too complicated to be
explained briefly (p. 225).
* The contention that the market should be used and
combined with economic planning in the Sociahst State has
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